TR 9650

Mobile patient combilift

Specifications
Operating height range

0 - 965 mm (0 - 38”)

Working Load Limit

150 kg (330 lbs)

Structure

Powder coated, zinc plated steel
and stainless steel

Castors

Two castors with brakes and two
with straight steering

Control

Foot control for height adjustment

Mattress, pillow

Flame retardant material

Battery

Rechargeable, 24 V
Registered at Medical Products Agency, Sweden,
as a MD Class 1, MDD 93/42EEC.

Combilift with changeable chair and stretcher

Knowing that each person is different - we design
for maximum flexibility
The TR 9650 Mobile patient combilift is designed for maximum flexibility in
use. This system provides a greater return on equipment investment, accepting either stretcher or chair, so a single unit can transfer both sitting and
recumbent persons. You can lift from both floor and beds.
The person never leaves the comfort and security of the chair or stretcher
whenever transported. The attendant no longer has to lift the person which
reduces the risk of back injury.
You transform your Lift (no tools required) from chair to stretcher - cleaning of
components are easily performed.

The chair lift can be
lowered all the way
to the floor for easy
person pick up.

The handles can be
folded back for easy
access.

Thanks to TR´s beltdriven device, the lift runs gently, safely, quietly and operates free from sudden movements. It also gives great working areas. High
capacity rechargeable batteries powers the foot operated Lift. The low center
of gravity of the chassis together with the two large castors with brakes and
two with straight steering makes the lift easy to operate.
Together with the TR bathtubs the Mobile
patient combilift completes a system that
offers a safe, labour efficient, person oriented
bathing cycle with increased care quality.
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TR 9650

Mobile patient combilift

Features
Removable parts on the mobile patient combilift, hygiene
chair and stretcher are made of a durable material that is
non water absorbent, easy to clean and comfortable.
With the TR 9650, a person can be moved from bed to
bath safely and comfortably without any heavy lifting for
the attendant. The person can be toileted without leaving
the security of the chair.

If a person is lying on the floor, the chair simply lowers to
floor level for an easy one attendant transfer.
Foot operated control allows a hands free operation. An
audible tone reminds you when its time to recharge the
batteries.
Cleaning is easily performed as the pads are simple to
remove.

SCALE TR 1650 This scale lets you maintain regular
persons weight records with no increase in staff workload or
time; no added stress or inconvenience for persons.
This accurate, easy-to-use scale gives you even greater
productivity from your Mobile patient lift and the staff who
operate it.

Combilift

Models
TR 9651
TR 9654
TR 9655
TR 9651-S

Lift base combi
Stretcher (for TR 9651)
Chair (for TR 9651/TR 9651-S)
Lift base with narrower chassis (Chairlift)

Accessories
TR 9660
TR 9680
TR 1650

Mattress for stretcher (TR 9654)
Wall bracket for stretcher or chair
Scale for lift

Chairlift

TR reserves the right to make design changes and/or improvements without notice

Distributor:
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